Home Sweet...Hell
(by Wade Welch)
In the last few years we have become aware that there is a vast worldwide
distribution of archaeological evidence that proves we have a past that includes
civilizations superior to ours. The evidence suggests that scholars and scientists
are correct in their interpretation of science and history. All we have to do is dig in
the ground or dive in the oceans and we will have more evidence.
In the last thousand years or so, we have attempted to establish that we are
blessed beings who have been in existence for four thousand years or so. We go
into great detail to describe things that have no evidence and demand that we
believe or we shall be condemned. In spite of more ancient belief systems that are
still prominent; in spite of evidence that proves we had superior cities built tens of
thousands of years ago; and in spite of evidence of reincarnation...we cling to
false truths.
What makes us so severely limited in our abilities and so full of hate and fear?
The answer is very simple. We worship the ego. We worship ourselves. We
manufacture belief systems and demand that we focus all of our efforts on
extravagant half truths, or outright lies. We create social networks to control
politics and create wealth, and to condemn those who would seek truth.
The truth lies in ancient history, and we are reminded of this constantly. It gets to
the point where no one actually believes in anything other than the ego, as it tells
us that we are great. We are better. We are perfect. Our society goes down the
drain in blazing glory and we deny all truth. We may as well each take a picture of
ourselves and put it on the wall and worship that. Let's form a group and celebrate
how easy it is to worship a lie.
Under each ocean we have found ancient civilizations built in a manner we cannot
even begin to comprehend. We have these same great cities underground and
have dug them up. We have them above ground and in plain sight. We say it is
Satan trying to destroy our greatness. Oh hail the ego. Oh hail the ego. Only a fool
would cling to truth and defend all that is in plain sight.
We are going to discover even greater truths in the next few years or decades.
Maybe we already have and they have been kept secret. Either way, the truth will
get out. Each year we have more people who care about truth and understand
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that life has meaning. It is almost to the point where simple math proves that we
are spiritual beings living in a physical world.
I have found it to be a challenge to write about truth. Here in America, the land of
the free and home of the brave, we have to lie or face punishment. Those who are
successful know when to keep their mouth shut and when to lie. Telling the truth is
not in our best interest if we embrace success. It seldom does anything other than
give your competition some weapon to use against you. In fact, truth has little
value in our society.
The ego gives us ammunition against truth. It is easy to label an honest person as
self-righteous or delusional. Money is our obsession and offers tremendous power
to those willing to sacrifice personal integrity and hide behind lies and excuses.
Excuses are valuable tools in our pursuit of profit. The ego offers us so many
grand illusions to support the foundation for our false existence.
I decided to make a stand against injustice years ago as my writing suggests. It
comes at a cost, but suffering was already my companion so it is no big deal. The
difficult part is maintaining a positive attitude in a society where embracing truth is
so risky. It is sad that we need to compromise our belief system or be punished.
The trick, I think, is to know when to find your own true path.
My path however was going to include suffering, no matter what. I am still not sure
why, but I do know that it is in my core that I want to partner with truth. I really do
think truth is our future as a species, but it certainly is not our present. Hate is the
gift from society if we tell the truth. Fear is the gift no matter what we do.
Our world is right in front of us. We wake up each day and open our eyes,
welcoming an existence that allows us to experience life. We may dwell on
positives or negatives, or maybe we have no choice. Today may be based on what
happened yesterday, or how we hope to plan for the future. It would seem we all
have one common goal...to make money.
Is there another goal? Save the planet? Save the whales? Collect antiques? Or is
there something that is truly important? Selfishness is not a problem is it? Not
unless it is someone else being selfish? For those readers who realize that we all
have a purpose in our life, one that illustrates our true self, this is for you.
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Truth
As a person who searches for truth, I could spend 50 years working hard everyday
and still not understand the great mystery of life. Or, I could wake up one day and
know it all. It depends on my ability to find answers. As an individual, I have to rely
on others for most of my knowledge. Even then, my chances are slim that I would
know it all.
What if it is possible to have a source for truth that is not on Earth? If I was holding
Earth in my hand, I would probably know more about the universe than if I was a
microscopic speck on the planet. It seems obvious that if I want to explain life then
I should have a source of knowledge beyond what is available.
If we study history we will find that many of the answers are already there. There
are multiple sources of information that are not from Earth. As children, we are
told a multitude of lies. The masses dwell on daily life and only believe what we
can see or touch. Those who have access to knowledge given to them are likely
going to keep it secret and use it for personal gain.
The rare person who makes the commitment to searching for truth is one who
would also share the knowledge. The search would begin with inspiration, and for
it to continue, would need to have help along the way. By the time the truth was
discovered, it would be a joyous occasion. Sharing is one of the basic purposes in
life.
As a writer, I have inspiration and a purpose. I may be trying to persuade readers
to consider a subjective matter. I may be relaying information I have discovered, or
I may be attempting to take the work of other writers and make it more effective.
With my efforts, I provide a tool for others. Anyone who cares enough to improve
what I write is welcome. I am trying to move forward rather than move backward.
In the recent past, I have written about truth. How long does it take for the written
word to be obsolete? If I utilize a vague approach, I can make my work stand for a
very long time. If I try and paint a picture that provides answers, it would be a work
in progress. I would need to add a few more brushstrokes as we discover more
truth.
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Afterlife?
I wrote about the realm our souls encounter after we die. It described a path of
light that leads to Heaven, and the surrounding darkness that is Hell. It was a
vague description and I never thought we would have more specific information
for a long time. I would call that a self-imposed limitation.
Humanity has studied the stars since the most ancient of times. It is no wonder
that scientists may spend an entire career studying the mysteries of the universe.
Science must be bound by its limitations, which include assumptions based on
evidence. Scientists must rely on theory to explain new discoveries. There comes
a point where evidence appears overwhelming, but we still need more than
occasional witnesses.
In the last few years, scientists have verified the existence of Heaven and Hell. It
is still theory, but is supported by a long chain of discoveries in the last 100 years.
It begins with subatomic particles and the relationship of matter, energy, and
space. It includes deductions resulting from the combination of these scientific
principals with the many statements from witnesses.
Intuitive and spiritual authors have spoken out about the truth in these scientific
deductions. We have a connection to the spiritual realm that cannot be denied at
this point. I have found that they are parallel with the evidence that Edgar Cayce
provided. He provided us with the best documented evidence of the existence of
Heaven and Hell. I now have found three different sources that say the same thing
about the afterlife.
I have written about the life of Edgar Cayce. At that time, I did not value scientific
theory as being valid enough to include. With the increased number of witnesses,
and the more vivid the explanations, I think there is enough to establish what
mankind truly needs...truth. There are probably still variances to the picture we
now paint, but the fine tuning is not needed to improve the definition of mankind.
Edgar Cayce showed us evidence that cannot be denied by any person seeking
truth. He displayed this truth everyday for 40 years. In my opinion, his life is the
most important tool for society. We are now ready to begin working for our
purpose. All we have left is to understand it. It may be a very long time before we
are worthy, but now is the starting point.
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This is a quote from Cayce while he was giving a lecture in 1933...not in his
tranced state. He was asked about the source of his readings:
"The experience has come eight or ten times while giving life readings for
individuals. I remember nothing of the reading, but have a very vivid impression of
the following."
"I knew my spirit, mind, or soul was separated from my body and that it was
seeking information for another. I passed into outer darkness, so dark that it
actually hurt-yet there was a stream of light that I knew I must follow, and nothing
on either side of the light must detract from my purpose to receive for that other
what it was seeking in the way of aid for itself."
"As I passed along the line of light I became conscious of forms of movement
crowding toward the light. Coming to the next plane, I realized that the forms of
movement or figures were taking shape as humans...rather the exaggeration of
human desires. Passing a little farther, these forms were gradually lost; still I had
the consciousness that they were seeking the light-or more light. Then the figures
gradually took form, continually coming toward the light."
"Finally I passed through a place where individuals appeared much as they do
today-men and women-but satisfied with their position [rather than crowding
toward the light]. The number of individuals in this state of satisfaction continued
to grow, and then there were homes and cities where they were content to
continue as they were."
"Still following the light, which grew stronger and stronger, I heard music in the
beyond. Then there came a space where all was springtime-all was a-blossom, all
was summer. Some were happy, some desired to remain, but many were pressing
on and on to the place where there might be greater understanding, more light,
more to be gained. Then I reached a place where I was seeking the records of the
lives of people that lived in the earth."
"Don't ever think that your life isn't written in the Book of Life! I found it! I have
seen it! It is being written; YOU are the writer!"
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Cayce showed us that we have a darkness that surrounds us after we die. There
is a path of light available for those who are ready. Knowing this may be enough
for most people, but if we know more we may be able to show everyone what the
future holds. If we all began pursuing this cause today, we would realize success
in one lifetime.
Cayce explained that he went down the path of light and traveled through realms.
He ultimately made it to Heaven and beyond. The beyond is something few will
see anytime soon, but what about the rest? What can we expect? What will it take
for people to care about truth? Is it possible to change individually so we may see
Heaven?
When we die, we enter extreme darkness. It is a realm void of physical beings.
Our soul may stay here and linger with no direct purpose, other than to stay
connected to the selfish existence we lived. If we are less attached to our ego, we
may enter a realm of less vibration. These realms have distinct differences from
the darkness, and have some stability.
The spiritual realm has transitions from materiality toward awareness. There are
three global "bands" that completely surround the Earth. They are each divided
into three separate "rings"...totalling nine. Our material life determines the
vibration in our soul, as it is in the material plane that we may attach to the ego
and increase vibration, or deny it and lower the vibration of our soul. The vibration
is the mechanism that decides our place in these realms.
The first two "bands" are Hell. The third "band" is Heaven. Plus, there is a realm
beyond Heaven, and a realm we encounter prior to Hell. We have many witnesses
on Earth who have seen these "bands". They either have intuitive memories or
have had near death experiences. I prefer to research the near death experiences
and read books from intuitive people, rather than to listen to people talk. I want
more of a commitment from my sources.
The first stage...the lowest realm...is directly above and penetrates below the
Earth's crust. The density here is extremely high and compressed, and has been
described as a heavy fluid. Souls that cannot go beyond this realm have a very
high vibration, and are the undesirable. This soul is totally attached to the basic
needs of material life and may not know it has no physical body. This is the realm
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we are staged in as we get accustomed to our change in existence.
The smallest degree of awareness allows a soul to seek a faint path of light that
can take them beyond this "painful" experience. This "awareness" can be realized
with a lowering of vibration in the past lifetime. I don't think it takes much for most
people to find the light, but it does take some form of commitment. Leaving this
realm takes the soul to the "bands".
The different stages of Heaven and Hell are available by way of this path of light.
We "graduate" from one realm and move to the next if we are able to lower our
vibration in our physical life. Reincarnation is a gift demonstrating Free Will, and is
the foundation for the meaning of life.
Lost in Hell
Of the first band, there are three "rings". The first ring is just above the Earth. The
soul resides here in a life similar to the material life it had on Earth. This realm is
furnished with the same physical objects that are familiar. There is a landscape
that matches Earth. This is where souls reside if their vibration is too high to
embrace spirituality. They live as they did on Earth because they have no means
to change the vibration, and they have no awareness.
The second ring is less dense and more withdrawn from the material plane. Souls
may improve their surroundings as they experience a taste of spirituality. They feel
less of an attachment to the life they lived. Their realm is more desirable than the
prior ring, and is preparation for a spiritual experience. There is beauty in the
surroundings. This soul has lived life in the material plane with no direction, and is
very selfish.
The third ring is similar to the second, but there is more beauty in the
surroundings, and a less physical existence is realized. This soul is still focused
on the material world and has a sense of right and wrong based on personal
gains. Excuses are still a dominant theme for these souls in the material life. This
ring is the final stage before a soul can follow the path of light to the second
"band". The vibration determines where the soul resides in the first "band", as far
as which of the three rings, and we must be reincarnated to lower that vibration.
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Cayce noticed that as he traveled through these rings there were souls struggling
to reach the path of light, but could not. He went through all stages of the spiritual
realm as he made it to the Akashic Record, which is the "book of life" all souls
write and is etched into the basic fabric of the universe...on an atomic level. Not
until he reached Heaven, the third band, did he notice souls were not continually
suffering to get to the light.
Stable Hell
Once a soul has become aware of the need to lower vibration, and has traveled
down the light, it now has come to the second band. Their awareness is not a
conscious thought, but they may have developed "common sense", which is a
primary requirement to reduce vibration. A prolonged stay in the first band may
have triggered a sense that life is a lesson.
The fourth ring is the beginning of the new band. Souls are no longer attached to
the physical existence, and they can no longer see Earth. They are still self
absorbed and have limited ability to change their surroundings. They may build
upon the landscape established by prior souls, or they may learn to alter it
somewhat. This soul has started to understand the difference between right and
wrong, but does not believe in things they cannot see.
The fifth ring is inhabited by selfish and false religious pretenders. They are
manipulators who see themselves as heavenly spirits. Souls who share similar
beliefs group together and play their "games". They are self-righteous and egoic,
but are aware of the commitment toward spirituality. Souls remain here for many
lives until they lower vibration, which is difficult with ego attached. Their sense of
right and wrong is real but they may think they can control the bottom line through
deceit.
The sixth ring is inhabited by souls who are materialistic intellectuals. They
understand the concept of spirituality and implement it so they enjoy and profit.
They may be more committed, but serve no true purpose as they are still
self-serving. This is where souls remain for a very long time since they cannot
understand a cause worthy of sacrifice. They make an effort to be honest, but the
bottom line affects their choices. They live through ideals but when it becomes
difficult, they utilize delusions to simplify their decision making.
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As egoic souls live in the material plane, they are fear-based and grasp illusions
that support the ego. This is where high vibration originates. The vast majority of
people currently embrace the ego and cultivate it. They pretend to be something
they are not, and commit to that goal...to fool others, but they only fool
themselves.
A spiritual existence that is established on Earth may be able to oppose the ego
and lower the vibration of the soul. With the Act Of Giving (help from enlightened
souls) this stable low vibration is achieved in a relatively short time frame. With no
help, only a life of extended suffering can effectively oppose the ego.
Heaven
The third band is commonly known as Heaven. There are three rings which are
less defined as the rings in Hell, as well as a fourth ring that is even less
separated from the other rings. After the first three rings of Heaven, the remainder
of Heaven is a gradual change that is witnessed by souls that have been existing
with a low vibration for a long time.
I would think that it will be a long time before we can define the realm that is
beyond the first three rings in Heaven. Cayce did not elaborate much on this
portion of his journeys. He did say that the Akashic Record is down this path. I am
not sure which ring is the realm for the collection of enlightened souls which define
our future, but it would seem that the fourth ring is that place.
The first ring of the third band is where souls reside who were selfless and
achieved a low vibration through devotion and sacrifice for family and friends. It
would require a spirituality that is born of many lifetimes that evolved from
suffering to giving. In my life, it seemed that there were many of these souls on
Earth when I was a child, but society changed to the point where it is rare to find a
soul from this realm. That may be evidence that souls don't stay here long, as they
are ready to move on.
The second ring is where religious devotion is realized through words and routines
focusing on deities. The commitment does not utilize creative actions that result in
the Act Of Giving on a daily basis. These souls are followers who accept their role
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in maintaining low vibration within, but not outwardly on a daily basis. Their
material existence does not include sacrifice at a cost, but are willing to do what is
convenient. Enlightenment is achievable with help in another life.
The third ring is where leadership is demonstrated. To get beyond this band and
onto the path toward God, there would be a daily routine of Giving so that the
bottom line is affected. This may be where true religious leaders once came from,
but today it would seem their purpose is to go beyond. Apparently there is not
much of a chance to help egoic souls with the bottom line today, because if it was,
this is where there would be a large amount of truly enlightened souls.
The fourth ring blends into the path of light toward knowledge and total
understanding. I think that we only use a small portion of our brains and the rest
has a purpose for the future, after we have entered this fourth ring. I will not even
begin to speculate, as I am not qualified.
I am not sure where I fit into this realm of God's Will. I have never thought about it.
In 1979 I left the material plane and witnessed the beauty of perfection. When I
came back, I was dispappointed because I could not remember. I only
remembered the feeling I had. That may indicate that I am a young soul. I have
realized that I am not like the egoic 99% of current America, but I also realize that
I have unwanted vibration.
How strange it would be if I find out I am just an experiment in a third grader's
chemistry set. One thing I could feel confident about...that student got an A. Don't
tell me I have no ego.
Akashic Record
The Akashic Record was theorized by scientists in the early 1900s. Edgar Cayce
witnessed it as he travelled down the path of light through Hell and beyond
Heaven. Through the akashic record, our lives leave karmic remains from each
life that usually embodies itself in a newly incarnated body. This can be a positive
or a negative aspect, depending on the life we live and karmic "residue".
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